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Abstract: Hydro energy is a kind of typical renewable energy, which can be converted by hydraulic
machinery. However, tip leakage vortex (TLV) has a significant negative influence on the flow
pattern and energy performance of hydraulic machinery. In this paper, a bending shrinkage groove
(BSG) is proposed to suppress the TLV and improve the energy performance of a hydrofoil first,
and then a parametric optimization design method is briefly introduced and applied to determine
the optimal configuration of the groove. The main geometric parameters of the groove are selected
as optimized variables and three different groove configurations are selected from the optimization
result. Finally, the performance improvement of the hydrofoil with groove, the sensitivity analysis of
the optimization variables, and the groove impacts on the TLV and flow patterns are investigated.
The results demonstrate that the preferred groove reduces the non-dimensional Q criterion vortex
isosurfaces area (Qarea = 2 × 107) by 5.13% and increases the lift drag ratio by 17.02%, comparing to
the origin hydrofoil. Groove depth d and groove width w are proved to have more significant impacts
on the hydrofoil energy performance. The TLV and flow patterns are greatly affected by the different
BSG configurations, and the wider BSG contributed to reducing the area of TLV, at the cost of energy
performance deterioration.

Keywords: bending shrinkage groove; tip gap; parametric design; vortex suppression

1. Introduction

Hydraulic machinery with the blade tip gap is widely applied in power generation [1,2], farmland
irrigation [3], waterlogging drainage, sewage treatment [4], and other similar activities [5]. However,
the tip leakage vortex (TLV) caused by tip clearance may seriously affect the primary stream flow in
hydraulic machinery, resulting in the enhancement of pressure fluctuation [6], cavitation performance
deterioration [7], and energy performance degradation [8,9]. Therefore, it is necessary to explore an
efficient strategy to suppress the TLV.

Much research has been carried out in the aspects of the blade tip gap effects on energy performance
and TLV for hydraulic machinery. For the aspect of energy performance, Bing et al. [10] found that
the external characteristics of a mixed-flow pump decreased with the tip clearance increase by the
experimental method. Similarly, Bing et al. [11] conducted the hydraulic performance test of a
mixed-flow pump with different blade tip clearances and various blade angle errors and proved that
the efficiency, the head, and the shaft power of the mixed-flow pump all decrease with the increase
of the blade tip clearance under any flow rate. The same phenomenon was also found in impulse
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turbine [12], Wells turbine [1], and axial flow waterjet [13]. These studies indicated that the effects of
tip clearance on energy performance should not be neglected.

The gap between the blade tip and casing results in a leakage flow crossing the tip and then
develops into the TLV. This is the main reason for the performance drop in hydro machinery. For the
aspect of TLV, Inoue et al. [14] carried out performance testing and detailed flow measurement in an
axial compressor rotor with various tip clearances and found that the tip leakage vortex rolled up
more intensely with the tip clearance growth, resulting in efficiency and input power drop. Besides,
some simplified theoretical models are developed to simulate the tip leakage flow, e.g., the compound
vortex model [15]. Miorini et al. [16] explored the internal structure of the tip leakage vortex in an axial
waterjet pump and the results showed that the TLV was incepted near the blade tip around 0.2–0.3 times
chord. The same conclusion was also proved by You et al. [17,18]. Considering the inception location
of the TLV, some local optimization methods were proposed to suppress the TLV. Two hydrofoils with
round and sharp tip edges under variable incidence angle and tip clearance were studied by Guo et
al. [19] and found that the sharp foil tip reduced the isosurfaces area of TLV remarkably. Although
there are some related research studies on TLV suppression of hydrofoil, they are not sufficient. A more
powerful control method needs to be proposed.

Some advance control strategies were studied in other fluid machinery. Young Cheol et al. [20]
studied the groove blade tip effects on the performance of a gas turbine. The results revealed
that the groove blade tip held the best performance, comparing to the flat, squealer, dimpled,
and chamfered blade tip. A similar method, straight groove, also proved to be helpful in performance
improvement [21]. Young-Jin et al. [22,23] investigated the influence of recessed blade tips on the
performance of a centrifugal compressor and a transonic axial compressor and found that it could
effectively suppress the leakage vortex. Reference [21,24] carried out more comprehensive research of
the recessed tip method on an axial fan. Results indicated that the recessed tip could reduce the TLV,
but failed to remarkably improve the energy performance. Inspired by the above researches, a bending
shrinkage groove (BSG) method is proposed for a hydrofoil, aimed at improving energy performance
and suppressing the TLV.

The lift drag ratio and Q criterion vortex are applied to quantify the energy performance and TLV
intensity respectively, considering that they are widely adopted and the Q criterion is convenient to
illustrate the shape of the vortex [25,26].

In this study, a parametric BSG method is put forward first, then a parametric optimization
design method is briefly introduced and applied to optimize the BSG. The minimum TLV area
quantified by the area of Q criterion isosurfaces and the maximum energy performance quantified
by the lift drag ratio are selected as optimization targets, while the control parameters of the BSG are
optimization variables. The reliability of computational fluid dynamics (CFD) simulation is verified by
the experiment results [27]. Moreover, the variable sensitivity of the control parameters is studied.
Finally, three configurations of BSG are selected to form the optimization result and their effects on
TLV and flow patterns are systematically investigated.

2. Research Object

2.1. Basic Physical Model of NACA0009 Hydrofoil

According to [27], a NACA0009 was tested in a straight water tunnel with a 0.15 m wide
cross-section and 0.75 m length. In this project, the same model is applied to numerical simulation
work. As shown in Figure 1, the incidence angle of the foil is α = 10◦. The normalized tip clearance
size is δ = 0.2, which is defined by the formula δ = δ0/tm, where tm is the maximum foil thickness.
Additionally, the other parameters are enumerated in Figure 1.
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The commercial CFD code CFX 15.0 is employed to fluid simulation, and the SST k-ω turbulence 
model is adopted for its advantage to capture the flow separation [28,29]. Referring to the experiment 
[27], velocity inlet with low turbulence intensity (W∞  = 10 m/s) and static pressure outlet (p = 0 pa) 
are selected as boundary condition of inlet and outlet. Besides, the no-slip wall is applied to the 
boundary condition of the wall. The high-resolution scheme is used for the turbulence numeric and 
advection scheme. The time scale factor is set to 1, and the residual target is selected as 10−6. 

3.2. Grids Independence 

A hexahedral structured grid is obtained by Ansys ICEM 15.0, as its advantages are less time-
consuming and accuracy in simulation. The mesh independence test of the present model was 
already implemented by Guo et al. [19] with the grid convergence index (GCI) method [30]. On the 
basis of Guo’s work, a more detailed grid independence test is adopted with three different gird sizes 

Figure 1. Stereoview with measurement plane.

2.2. Parametric BSG

The parametric BSG is shown in Figure 2. Parameters l, w, d control the position, width, and depth
of the groove, respectively. Parameter θ is the rotation angle of curve FG around its middle point.
Besides, the groove depth along the foil thickness direction is controlled by parameter β, and it is the
rotation angle of face ABCD around curve AB.
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3. Optimization Design

3.1. Numerical Method

The commercial CFD code CFX 15.0 is employed to fluid simulation, and the SST k-ω turbulence
model is adopted for its advantage to capture the flow separation [28,29]. Referring to the
experiment [27], velocity inlet with low turbulence intensity (W∞ = 10 m/s) and static pressure
outlet (p = 0 pa) are selected as boundary condition of inlet and outlet. Besides, the no-slip wall is
applied to the boundary condition of the wall. The high-resolution scheme is used for the turbulence
numeric and advection scheme. The time scale factor is set to 1, and the residual target is selected
as 10−6.

3.2. Grids Independence

A hexahedral structured grid is obtained by Ansys ICEM 15.0, as its advantages are less
time-consuming and accuracy in simulation. The mesh independence test of the present model was
already implemented by Guo et al. [19] with the grid convergence index (GCI) method [30]. On the
basis of Guo’s work, a more detailed grid independence test is adopted with three different gird sizes
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applied to the initial foil first, and then for the foil with BSG. For the initial foil, the total mesh nodes of
Mesh 1, 2, and 3 are 3890724, 4911942, and 5824564, respectively. Besides, the node number in the tip
clearance along the foil span direction is 15, 20, 25 from Mesh 1 to Mesh 3. The grid independence of
the initial foil is shown in Table 1. CL and CD are the lift and drag coefficient separately, and they are
defined as:

CL =
2L

ρW2
∞SL

, CD =
2D

ρW2
∞SD

,

where L is the lift force, normal to the inflow, D is the drag force, parallel to the inflow, ρ is the density
of the fluid, W∞ is the velocity of the inflow, SL and SD are the reference area of the foil, and they are
equal to the chord length c times foil span b, in this project.

As shown in Table 1, the lift coefficient relative difference is 0.32% between Mesh 2 and Mesh 1,
0.40% between Meah2 and Mesh3, while the drag coefficient relative difference is 0.43% for Mesh 2
and Mesh 1, 0.44% for Mesh 2 and Mesh 3. In other words, the relative difference is small between the
three grids. Considering the calculation resource consumption and calculation accuracy, Mesh 2 is
selected as the base of the groove mesh.

Table 1. Grid independence of the initial foil.

Mesh Mesh Nodes CL CD

Mesh1 3890724 1.232 0.0454
Mesh2 4911942 1.236 0.0456
Mesh3 5824564 1.241 0.0458

Figure 3 is the axis velocity contour of Experiment [27] and numerical simulation at cut-plane of z/c
= 1, under W∞ = 10 m/s. It is demonstrated that there is some difference between the experiment result
and simulation result, especially for the location of the TLV core. This may be caused by the surface
roughness and the tip round in the experiment process. Despite the tiny difference, the numerical
simulations agree well with the experimental measurements. Therefore, the mesh and numerical
method adopted in the present research are reasonable.
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Based on Mesh2, G-mesh1, G-mesh2, and G-mesh3 are generated for the BSG grid independence
test. The width of the BSG in the test is 2.21 mm with 15, 20, 25 grid nodes from G-mesh 1 to G-mesh 3,
while the depth is 1.28 mm with 7, 10, 13 grid nodes, respectively.

Table 2 shows the grid independence of the BSG. The maximum relative difference of the lift
coefficient is 0.03%, while the drag coefficient is the same. To save the computing resource consumption
and get more detail of the groove channel flow, G-mesh2 with an average cell dimension 0.11 mm along
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the width direction and 0.13 mm along the depth direction is selected as the baseline for the following
different BSG case. The grid nodes in the width and depth direction of dynamic linear adjusting along
with the width and the depth dimension of the groove in the parametric design process, keep the
average cell dimension the same with G-mesh 2.

Table 2. Grid independence of BSG.

Mesh Mesh Nodes CL CD

G-Mesh1 5613162 1.2396 0.0459
G-Mesh2 5683407 1.2395 0.0459
G-Mesh3 5754192 1.2392 0.0459

Figure 4 shows the detailed arrangement of Mesh 2 and G-Mesh 2. The first layer around the foil
tip is set at 0.04 mm, and the layer increasing ratio is set at 1.2. There are 20 nodes in the tip clearance,
80 nodes along the foil span direction, and 156 nodes along the inflow direction.
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3.3. Optimization Design Method

A parametric design method is employed to determine the optimal shape and position of the BSG.
The design strategy, which combines the design of experiment (DOE), CFD, response surface method
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(RSM), and multiobjective genetic algorithm (MOGA), is shown in Figure 5. DOE is to obtain sample
hydrofoil configurations, CFD is to estimate the design targets, RSM is to model the design variables
and the design targets, and MOGA is to search the trade-off design based on the RSM [28,31].
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Five parameters, show in Figure 2, were selected to design variables and their ranges were listed
in Table 3. Thirty sample points were obtained with the DOE method, wherein the sample points are
equiprobable, random, and orthogonally distributed in the design space [31].

Table 3. Range of variables.

Range d [mm] l [mm] θ [◦] β [◦] w [mm]

Lower bound 1 (0.5δ) 5 (0.05c) 0 −5 2
Upper bound 3 (1.5δ) 20 (0.2c) 10 5 5

The response surface method (RSM) was applied to describe the mathematic relationship between
the optimization variables and the targets. The second-order polynomial function was used in
this study:

yi = β0 +
n∑

i=1

βixi +
n∑

i=1

βiix2
i +

n∑
i< j

βi jxix j (1)

where xi and x j are the design variables, n is the number of design variables, and β0 βi βii βi j re the
polynomial coefficients, and yi is the target, which represents the area of Q criterion vortex isosurfaces
(Q = 2 × 107 s−2) Qarea or the lift drag ratio R. The Q criterion vortex and the lift drag ratio were
expressed as:

Q = −
1
2
[(
∂u
∂x

)
2
+ (

∂v
∂y

)
2
+ (

∂w
∂z

)
2
] −

∂u
∂y
∂v
∂x
−
∂u
∂z
∂w
∂x
−
∂v
∂z
∂w
∂y

, R = CL/CD (2)
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where the u, v, w is the velocity component in the x, y, z direction.
To further investigate the parameter effects, the above two objects function are transformed into

non-dimensional form by
_
y i = (yi − yimin)/(yimax − yimin), where yimin,yimax are the minimal and

maximal value of the corresponding target value among the 30 sample points, respectively.
The modified non-dominated sorting genetic algorithm (NSGA-II) [31] is selected to implement

the multiobjective optimization after the RSM model between the optimization targets and design
variables were established, the minimal area of Q criterion vortex isosurfaces (Q = 2 × 107 s−2) and the
maximal lift drag ratio are set as optimization targets. There should be attention so that the area size
relationship of the vortex between the sample case and the initial case is consistent, under different Q
criterion values. To better illustrate the shape of the vortex, Q = 2 × 107 s−2 is adopted in this paper.

4. Result and Discussion

4.1. Optimization Results

Figure 6 shows the optimization results. Five thousand optimized schemes are generated by the
NSGA-II and estimated based on the RSM model. The sample points and the initial case are also
reported. The Pareto front, which consists of blue points, is the best trade-off solution of the optimization
results, and it indicates that the two optimization targets conflict with each other, increasing the ratio R
will lead the area of Q vortex isosurfaces to increase also. Moreover, the result indicates that most of
the present BSG configuration would deteriorate the energy performance and increase the vortex area.
Therefore, the present method should be adopted with caution.Processes 2020, 8, x FOR PEER REVIEW 8 of 15 
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For more comprehensive analyses of the optimized results, three schemes, marked as Case A,
Case B, and Case C, which represent lift drag ratio priority solution, compromise solution, and Qarea

priority solution, respectively, are selected from the different regions of the Pareto front. It should be
noteworthy that Case B and C are the sample points which just locate at the Pareto front.
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Table 4 shows the foil performance comparisons estimated by the RSM and calculated by CFD.
The CFD results of Case A are obtained from the redesigned foil with the optimized design parameters.
It should be noted that there are some differences between estimation by RSM and prediction by CFD.
Therefore, when the present optimization procedure is adopted, the reliability of the RSM should be
inspected carefully and increasing the number of sample points is an effective way when necessary.
Despite the differences between the RSM and CFD results, the optimized scheme with the lower
area of Q vortex isosurfaces and a higher lift drag ratio estimated by the RSM model also has better
characteristics of TLV suppression and energy performance. Therefore, the optimization results have
great reference significance for selecting the better foil with groove.

Case A is recommended as a preferred scheme, through the comprehensive consideration of the
two optimization targets. Compared to the initial case, it reduces the non-dimensional isosurfaces
(Qarea = 2 × 107) area by 5.13% and increases the lift drag ratio by 17.02%. The results prove that the
present parametric design method is reliable.

Table 4. Comparison of the selected scheme and the initial scheme.

Case
Design Parameters Qarea R

d [mm] l [mm] θ [◦] β [◦] w [mm] RSM CFD RSM CFD

A 1.00 19.91 1.08 −0.93 2.13 0.36 0.37 1.06 1.10
B 1.76 18.45 5.17 3.28 2.10 - 0.22 - 1.00
C 1.35 15.86 8.28 −4.31 4.48 - 0.00 - 0.73

Initial Case - - - - - - 0.39 - 0.94

4.2. Sensitivity Analysis of Variables

Figure 7 shows the effects of design parameters on foil performance, and it was obtained by the
equation g(xi) = ∂yi/∂xi, where yi is from Equation (1), xi is the corresponding design parameter.
To better investigate the effects of the parameters, all the design parameters are scaled to the range 0–1.
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As shown in Figure 7a, parameters d, θ, and w have much more effect on Qarea. With increases of
d, the Qarea decreases firstly then increases slowly and decreases again. For the parameter θ, when the
normalized parameter θ blows 0.1, the Qarea almost invariable, increases slowly between 0.1~0.8,
increases dramatically up to 0.8. As for parameter w, its increases will lead to Qarea decreases firstly,
then increases slightly and the turning point is about w = 0.83. From Figure 7b, parameters d and w,
particularly parameter d, have a significant impact on the lift drag ratio, and their increases will lead
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the lift drag ratio to sharply decrease. Parameters l and β have a relatively smaller effect on both two
targets and larger parameter l helps improve the foil performance. The above analyses indicate that
the smaller parameters d, θ, and larger parameter l are recommended to increase the lift drag ratio and
suppress the Q vortex area.

Figure 8 is the global effects of the design parameters which were obtained by the equation

f (xi) =
U∑

xi=L
g(xi), where L and U are the lower bound and upper bound of the variable, respectively.

Global effects comprehensively estimate the effects of the parameters on the targets. It is obvious
that parameters l, β, and θ slightly affect the targets, while the parameters w, d have an appreciable
effect. Therefore, the parameter w, d should pay more attention when the BSG method is applied to
engineer practice.
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4.3. Groove Suppress on TLV

TLV suppression is one of the main purposes of the present method. The BSG impacts in the TLV
are studied in this section. Figure 9 shows the vortex around the optimized BSG foil and the origin
foil. As shown in Figure 9a, the vortex structure can be classified into two types: primary tip leakage
vortex (PTLV) and secondary tip leakage vortex (STLV). The BSG changed its around vortex structure,
and the new vortex structures, secondary groove leakage vortex (SGLV), and groove leakage vortex
(GLV) are generated. Besides, the GLV rolls up and interacts with PTLV, forming the new primary tip
leakage vortex (NPTLV). As a result, the length and diameter of the NPTLV vortex structure become
longer and smaller.

The vortex structure of the three optimized grooves is a little different. The GLV will further
induce the back groove leakage vortex (BGLV) and front groove leakage vortex (FGLV). Besides, BGLV,
FGLV, and NPTLV are sensitive to the BSG shape. For Case A, the BGLV is not obvious, and FGLV and
NPTV are independent of each other, GLV has a tiny impact on NPTV. The GBLV of Case B is clear,
and the FGLV and NPLV are still independent of each other, but the NPLV dramatically decreases.
The FGLV and NPLV of Case C interact with each other and become a whole vortex structure further.
As a result, the area of Q vortex remarkably reduces.

According to the control parameters of the BSG as shown in Table 4 and the shape of the TLV
as shown in Figure 9, it can be concluded that the position of the trailing edge FG of the BSG as
illustrated in Figure 2 is almost the same. Besides, the wider BSG contributes more to reducing the
area of the vortex.

To further investigate the groove effect on TLV, the velocity swirling strength contour at different
planes are investigated as shown in Figure 10. Plane 1 is located at 0.05c from the foil head, and the
distance between the planes is also 0.05c.
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For the origin case, the PTLV trajectory, marked by the red arrow, is a straight line from plane 1 to
plane 5, as shown in Figure 10a. For the optimized cases, the new vortex structure can be observed
as shown in Figure 10b–d, namely the BGTLV structure, marked by the black arrow. The BGTLV
trajectory is parallel to the pressure surface of the foil downstream of the groove in Case A. The angle
between the NPTLV and BGTLV trajectory is about 10◦, as shown in Figure 10b. The BGTLV trajectory
is parallel to the PTLV trajectory, and the angel between NPTLV and BGTLV trajectory is about 15◦ and
20◦, respectively, in Case B and Case C as shown in Figure 10c,d.
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4.4. Groove Impact on the Flow Pattern

Although the present method can be applied to suppress the TLV, it also has a great impact on the
flow pattern. An improper BSG may lead to aggravating the instability of the flow field and decrease
energy performance further. Therefore, it is necessary to investigate the groove’s impact on the flow
pattern. Figure 11 shows the streamline of the blade tip gap. It consists of two parts: one is the primary
stream up the foil pressure face, the other part is tip leakage flow. The primary stream can be divided
into the high-speed region, transition region, and low-speed region, as shown in Figure 11a according
to the velocity intensity. The high-speed region is also the region with the maximum intensity of TLV.
The fluid in the high-speed region spirals backward, gradually driving the surrounding fluid to spiral
backward as the viscosity of the fluid. The leakage flow passes through the blade tip gap and enters
the foil pressure surface with the rapid change of velocity. It can be divided into four stages, namely
deceleration, uniform velocity, acceleration, and interaction. In stage one, when the leakage flow enters
tip clearance from the suction surface, the velocity intensity gradually decreases as the obstruction
affects the clearance. In stage two, the flow velocity is gradually stable in the tip clearance. In stage
three, the flow enters the foil pressure surface from the tip clearance and accelerates by the primary
stream. In stage four, the flow interacts with the primary stream and forms a whole structure, as shown
in Figure 11a.

The tip leakage flow is significantly changed by the BSG. In the local resistance, caused by the
groove, the leakage flow deposits in the groove first and then overflow from it, as the red arrow shown
in Figure 11b–d. Besides, the silting effect, caused by fluid deposition, moves forward, making the
leakage flow between the groove and the foil head concentrated in the area near the junction of the
BSG and the airfoil pressure surface, as the dark arrow in Figure 11b–d.
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The leakage flow in the optimized groove can be divide into two parts: part of the fluid overflows
from the BSG and then flows into the foil pressure surface through the tip of foil. The other part flows
into the pressure surface of foil along the BSG channel to further form the BTLV, as shown by the red
dotted arrow in Figure 11b–d. The distribution of the two parts of fluid is sensitive to the shape of the
groove. For Case A, the overflow leakage flow is dominant. For Case B, the leakage flow along the
groove channel is dominant. The distribution of Case C is between Case A and B. This difference of the
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distribution is caused by the different local resistance loss of optimized grooves. With the enhancement
of the leakage flow along the groove channel, the interaction between it and the primary stream is
strengthened, which leads to the decrease of the PTLV area, as shown in Figure 11b,d.

Figure 12 is the velocity vector of the foil tip. Due to the TLV effect, there is a high-speed
region and a low-speed region at the tip of the initial airfoil, as shown in Region 1 and Region 2 in
Figure 12a, respectively.

The new Region 1 and Region 2 are generated by the groove, as shown in Figure 12c. The size of
the new Region 1 is related to the inflow angle of the fluid at the junction of the BSG and the suction
surface of the foil, and the inflow angle is controlled by parameter θ. The θ of Case A, Case B, and Case
C is 1.08◦, 5.17◦, and 8.28◦, respectively. With the increase of θ, the inflow angle gradually increases,
and the area of new Region 1 also increases.
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5. Conclusions

In the present work, a parametric design method, which combines DOE, CFD, RSM, and MOGA,
is briefly presented, and then it is employed to develop a BSG method to suppress TLV and increase
the lift drag ratio. The effects of the BSG parameters on energy performance, flow patterns are
systematically investigated. The main conclusions can be drawn as follows:

(1) The preferred BSG foil, Case A, reduces the non-dimensional Q vortex isosurfaces area (Qarea = 2
× 107) by 5.14% and increases the lift drag ratio by 17.02%, compared to the initial case, proving
that the present design strategy can be adapted to determine the preferred BSG configuration.
However, some of the BSG configurations may cause performance deterioration. Therefore,
the present BSG method should be adopted with caution.

(2) According to the optimization result, when the present method is applied, a groove with a location
far from the foil head, a tiny ration angle of θ, β, a 0.5 times gap size depth and an approximately
gap size width is more contribute to improving the performance of the foil, as shown in Table 4.

(3) Among the optimized parameters of BSG, groove depth d and groove width w have much more
impact on foil performance. To match the optimization targets, the smaller groove depth is
recommended. Besides, a wider groove width will significantly improve the lift drag ratio,
but with energy loss.
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(4) The BSG can reduce the Q vortex area and slightly change the PTLV trajectory at the downstream.
However, more vortex structure is produced, named GLV, BGLV, and FGLV, as shown in Figure 9.

(5) The tip leakage flow is significantly affected by the BSG. Part of the leakage flow deposits in
the groove first and then is divided into two parts. Part of the fluid overflows from the groove,
and through the downstream blade tip into the primary stream. Another part of the fluid flows
along the groove channel which further induces BGTV.

For the hydraulic airfoil, besides the TLV and lift drag ratio, the cavitation performance and
pressure fluctuation under different inlet boundaries are also important. Therefore, enlarging the
present strategy to consider the cavitation and unsteady characters would be valuable.
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